The performance of a dual-hop amplify-and-forward (AF) relay system is studied with the th worst partial relay selection (PRS) protocol under the joint impact of feedback delay and multiple cochannel interference (CCI) at the relay nodes. In our analysis, the closed-form and asymptotic expressions of the outage probability are derived and the achievable coding gain and diversity gain of the system are accurately revealed. Further, based on the asymptotic analysis we propose a power allocation scheme, which can lead to SNR performance gains of more than 1 dB compared to the equal power allocation scheme. Finally, Monte-Carlo simulation results are presented to verify the validity of our theoretical analysis.
Introduction
Deployment of multiple relays in the wireless communication offers a series of significant performance improvements, including the system's throughput ability enhancement and the signal coverage advancement. In such systems, performance can be improved by selecting one of the relay nodes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . And two popular protocols of relay selection have been presented, that is, opportunistic relay selection (ORS) [1] and partial relay selection (PRS) [2] . In the opportunistic relaying, the source always selects the best relay according to the global (two-hop) channel state information, which results in the great increase of system's complexity and cost in ad hoc and wireless sensor networks. Such problems have promoted the development of PRS protocol, which requires only single hop information and the network lifetime can be prolonged in resource-constrained wireless systems such as wireless sensor networks.
In practical partial relay system, the PRS is implemented in time-varying channels and the outdated channel state information (CSI) would be used for relay selection due to feedback delay. In other words, the selected relay may not be the best at the instant of actual transmission. In [3] , asymptotic lower and upper system capacity of a fixed-gain PRS scheme was investigated with feedback delay. The performance of PRS system affected by feedback delay was quantified by obtaining outage probability and average bit error rate (BER) and further analyzed at high SNR regime in [4] . On the other hand, frequency reuse gives rise to the so-called cochannel interference (CCI) in the cellular network. The authors of [5] investigated the performance of PRS scheme affected by CCI with variable gain relaying and derived the probability density function (PDF) of the received SNR and an asymptotic exponential expression. Kim and Heo studied the performance of PRS system under the impact of CCI and derived the closed-form expression for the outage probability [6] . However, to our knowledge, the works that investigate the joint impact of feedback delay and multiple CCI at relay node have not come out yet.
In this paper, we analyze the performance of a dualhop amplify-and-forward (AF) relay system under the joint impact of feedback delay and CCI at the relay node. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
(i) With the th worst PRS protocol [7] , the closed-form expression for outage probability of partial relay selection system with feedback delay and CCI is derived, which provides an efficient means to investigate the 2 International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks impact of the number and power levels of CCI as well as the correlation coefficient between the actual and the outdated CSI on the outage performance.
(ii) We derive the asymptotic expression for outage probability of the system with feedback delay and CCI based on the closed-form expression of outage probability. The results show that the achievable coding gain has much to do with the number and the power levels of CCI and the correlation coefficient , and these factors do not affect the diversity gain.
(iii) Based on the asymptotic analysis of the outage probability, we propose a power allocation scheme to improve the system's performance and the proposed scheme can lead to SNR performance gains of more than 1 dB compared to the equal power allocation scheme. Finally, Monte-Carlo simulation results are presented to verify the validity of our theoretical analysis.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system model. Section 3 derives the exact and asymptotic outage probability of partial relay selection system with feedback delay and CCI. Section 4 investigates the power allocation problem and presents an optimum solution for the system based on the analysis of outage probability. Section 5 gives the simulation results which verify our analysis. Section 6 concludes the whole paper.
System Model
We consider a dual-hop wireless communication network with one source , one destination , and relays ( = 1, 2, . . . , ); each relay is, respectively, affected by interferers as shown in Figure 1 . There is no direct link between and . periodically monitors and arranges the quality of -( = 1, 2, . . . , ) links in an increasing order according to the CSI, and the source chooses the th relay with the th worst relay selection protocol [7] . Particularly, the best one is chosen when = , similar to [4, 7] . Each node is equipped with a single antenna and works in the half-duplex mode.
The whole communication of to takes place in two time slots. In the first time slot, broadcasts the signal ( ) to the relay . In the second time slot, amplifies the received signal by a forward factor and transmits it to .
The received signal at can be represented as
where stands for the transmit power of and is the power of the interference source ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) at ( = 1, 2, . . . , ). ℎ ( ) and ℎ ( ) are the channel coefficient between -and -, respectively, which satisfies distance between node and node and is the path loss factor.
( ) is the signal that transmits to . ( ) is the additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) which has zero mean and variance 0 .
The received signal at can be written as
where ℎ ( ) is the channel coefficient between and satisfying {|ℎ ( )| 2 } = 2 and ( ) is the AWGN which has zero mean and variance 0 . The forward factor is given by
where stands for the transmit power of th relay . We assume that the instantaneous SNR of -link is 1( ) = |ℎ ( + )| 2 / 0 . Arrange 1( ) in an increasing order of magnitude; that is, 1(1) ≤ 1(2) ≤ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ≤ 1( ) . The acquired actual CSI by is outdated in the next transmission time slot and the performance of the system is analyzed according to the outdated CSI with a time delay of . Let 1( ) = |ℎ ( )| 2 / 0 be the delay version of 1( ) of which the mean satisfies 1( ) = 2 / 0 . We assume that the correlation coefficient between 1( ) and 1( ) is which can be expressed as = 0 (2 , ) according to Jakes' autocorrelation model, where 0 (⋅) is the zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind and , is the maximum Doppler frequency on the link -.
Based on (1), we can obtain the signal-to-interferenceplus-noise ratio (SINR) at as
where = |ℎ ( )| 2 / 0 is the interference-to-noise ratio (INR) at of which the mean is = 2 / 0 . And ( ) = +1/ means the approximate INR at the relay node International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 3 according to [6, Equation ( 3)], and it can be seen that the results between analysis and simulation are perfectly matched in Section 5. And the mean of ( ) is ( ) = + 1/ . The SINR from to can be represented as
Performance Analysis
3.1. Outage Probability Analysis. The outage probability out is defined as the probability that the information of the selected channel falls below the transmission rate R (bits/s/Hz). The outage probability can be expressed as
where th = 2 R − 1.
By (5), the outage probability can be expressed as
Denoting = − th and after some manipulations, the expression above can be written as
The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of 2 is
According to the CDF of 2 we can derive
To calculate (8), we need to further calculate 0 ( ). Firstly, we get the probability density function (PDF) of 1( ) by [7, Equation (9)]
After some manipulations, we derive the CDF of 1( ) as
Secondly, with the help of [8] , the PDF of ∑ =1 ( ) is given as
where = diag( 1 , 2 , . . . , ), ( ) is the number of distinct diagonal elements of , 1 > 2 > ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ > ( ) are the distinct diagonal elements in decreasing order, ( ) is the multiplicity of , and , ( ) is the ( , )th characteristic coefficient of .
According to (4) , the CDF of 0 is
By [9, Equation (3.351.
3)] and after some manipulations we get
Then, the PDF of 0 can be found by taking the derivative of 0 ( ) with respect to . After some manipulations, the PDF of 0 can be written as
Substituting (10) and (17) 
It shows that the outage probability has much to do with the number and the power levels of CCI and the correlation coefficient . However, the exact analysis is too complicated to render an insight on the impact of CCI and the correlation coefficient ; the asymptotic outage probability is investigated at high SNR regime.
Asymptotic Outage Probability Analysis.
In this section, we derive the asymptotic expression of the outage probability and further investigate the system's diversity order at high SNR regime.
By (5), the system's tight upper bound of the SINR can be written as up = min ( 0 , 2 ) .
The lower bound of the outage probability is
As / 0 → ∞, using lim → 0 (1 + ) − ≈ 1 − , 0 ( th ) can be asymptotically written as
As / 0 → ∞, 2 ( th ) can be asymptotically written as
(22)
As / 0 and / 0 approach to infinity, substituting (21) and (22) into (20), the asymptotic expression of outage probability can be written as
where Φ = 1 is the diversity gain, which determines the slope of the asymptotic outage probability curve, and
is the coding gain, which characterizes the SNR advantage of the asymptotic outage probability relative to the reference curve −Φ , where = / 0 . From (23) we can see that the coding gain has much to do with the number and the power levels of CCI and the correlation coefficient , and these factors do not affect the diversity gain. This is because our analysis is based on the th worst PRS protocol, which is low-complexity and unbeneficial to the diversity gain.
Optimum Power Allocation
In this section, the problem of power allocation between the source and the relay is investigated for the improvement of system performance. The total power of system is set to be and the power of source and relay is = , = (1 − ) (0 < < 1), respectively; thus 1( ) and 2 can be written as 
Substituting (25) into (23) we get
where
The derivation of out ( th ) with respect to can be calculated as
Let (28) be zero; then the optimum * can be given by
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It is easy to note that the optimum power allocation solution is related to feedback delay and CCI as well as the channel information. When the power allocation of the system is set to be = * , = (1 − * ) , the performance can be improved, which can be verified in Section 5.
Simulation Results and Discussions
In this section, numerical results are carried out to demonstrate the validity of our theoretical analysis. In all cases, we assume that = 3 and the relay node is, respectively, affected by = 3 interferers and we select the th relay to forward the information. In our simulation, we set = and all the interferers have the same transmit power, which is times the average power of the noise. We assume that the distance of -= 1 and the distance of -= 0.9 . The distance between interferers and th relay node forms vector d = [3.5, 3.5, 2.5]. The path loss factor is assumed to be = 3. The transmit rate is set to be R = 2 (bits/s/Hz).
Figures 2-4 present the joint impact of feedback delay and CCI on the outage probability versus the total SNR ( / 0 ) of the transmission path. As we can see, the simulation is in exact agreement with theoretical analysis and the asymptotic curve is very tight at high SNR regime, which verifies the correctness of our analysis.
In Figure 2 , the outage probability versus the average SNR for different power level of the interference is shown. We assume that = = 0.5 , = 0.8, and = 0, 10, 100, respectively. It can be seen that the performance of the system decreases rapidly with the increase of the power of interference at almost the whole SNR regime. From the asymptotic results, we can see that the diversity is 1 for different power level of the interference and the coding gain decreases with the increase of the power of interference, which verify the validity of the theoretical analysis in (23).
In Figure 3 , the outage probability versus the average SNR for different correlation coefficient is shown. We assume that = = 0.5 , = 100, and = 0, 0.8, 1, respectively. We can see that small leads to high outage probability, which means that high feedback delay will significantly decrease the performance of system. In addition, with the increase of , the performance gain is not so noticeable at low SNR regime, which means that at low SNR regime the system performance becomes less sensitive to the feedback delay. Especially, when = 1 (which means there is no feedback delay) the system can gain the best outage performance. What is more, from the asymptotic results we can see that the diversity is 1 for different and the coding gain increases with the increase of the correlation coefficient , which demonstrate the validity of the theoretical analysis in (23).
In Figure 4 , we compare the system with optimum power allocation to that with equal power allocation in terms of outage probability. From (29), we know that the optimum power allocation has much to do with the number and the power levels of CCI and the correlation coefficient . In our analysis, we assume that = 100 and = 0.5. And at an outage probability level of 10 −2 , the performance of the system with optimum power allocation leads to SNR gains of more than 1 dB compared to the equal power allocation. As we can see, there is noticeable performance gain after power optimization. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a dual-hop AF wireless network is studied with the joint impact of interference and feedback delay. We derived the closed-form and asymptotic expressions of outage probability and further discussed the diversity order of the system at high SNR regime. Monte-Carlo simulation results were presented for the validity of theoretical analysis. The findings suggest that the diversity order is one under the joint impact of interference and feedback delay regardless of the number of relays. In addition, the performance of system is affected by both the interference and feedback delay, but at low SNR regime, the impact of feedback delay is not very noticeable while the interference functions almost at the whole SNR regime. Finally, we investigated the power optimization problem for the system and found that the optimum solution is related to feedback delay and CCI. The system performance of our specific optimum solution leads to SNR gains of more than 1 dB compared to the equal power allocation, which is a noticeable performance gain, indicating that our solution is valuable to practical system designing.
